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WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER A lucidly intelligent account of an investment strategy
during turbulent times.— Kirkus Reviews"Alex is one of the most extraordinary traders I have
known. He has the rare ability to look through the daily 'noise' and form clear views of what
should, or sometimes has to, happen in markets. He has a brilliant mind capable of describing
those views to risk officers and investors to gain their confidence and support. In this book, Alex
offers a glimpse into the psychology of a trader's life, capturing the emotions pervasive across
trading rooms globally. This is not just for professional investors; at times it reads like a thriller
appealing to a wide variety of interests." — John Anderson, Co-Head of Fixed Income and
Commodities at Millennium ManagementHave you ever wondered what happens in the
command control of a global macro hedge fund when US stock markets plunge 35 percent in
just three weeks? Welcome to the mind of Alex Gurevich, Wall Street Journal Bestselling Author
and Founder and CIO of HonTe Investments.As tragic events unfolded around the world, the
pandemic ruptured the sequence of price action and devoured financial markets like a black
hole. Through Gurevich's personal narrative and the team's actual Slack messages, The Trades
of March 2020 follows their frenetic efforts to survive the crisis.From the first terrifying days of
loss, both personal and professional, to the team's redoubled attempts to identify emerging
opportunities, this account of crucial, in-the-moment decisions is a faithful record of the trading
moves made in the unprecedented month of March 2020.Discover the thinking and investment
philosophy that led HonTe to survive and ultimately thrive during one of the most extraordinary
challenges of our time.

"Alex is one of the most extraordinary traders I have known. He has the rare ability to look
through the daily 'noise' and form clear views of what should, or sometimes has to, happen in
markets. He has a brilliant mind capable of describing those views to risk officers and investors
to gain their confidence and support. In this book, Alex offers a glimpse into the psychology of a
trader's life, capturing the emotions pervasive across trading rooms globally. This is not just for
professional investors; at times it reads like a thriller appealing to a wide variety of
interests."John Anderson, Co-Head of Fixed Income and Commodities at Millennium
Management "I love the book. Alex is an incredibly engaging writer and writes with a lyrical
quality that simply amazes me. The Trades of March 2020 places you at the side of a master
trader as he navigates one of the most dangerous markets in memory...and comes out on top.
This book not only reveals the logic of many profitable trades going into the pandemic but also
describes how the trades fared in real time, providing invaluable insights that bridge the gap
between 'good trade ideas' and 'profitable trading.'"Neil Chriss, PhD, CIO and Founder of Omnis
Quantitative, former CIO/Founder of Hutchin Hill Capital "Alex takes the reader on a fast-paced,



entertaining, and incredibly insightful journey through the pressure-cooker experience of actively
trading the pandemic crash. You'll get an exhilarating front-row seat to watch the principles
calmly and lucidly developed in his first book, The Next Perfect Trade, put to the ultimate test
and see how those principles, forged from Alex's unique combination of rock-solid mathematical
logic and highly sophisticated understanding of global financial markets, triumphed over one of
finance's most chaotic white-knuckled periods ever!"David Puth, CEO at Centre, former Head of
Currencies, Commodities, and Emerging Markets at JP Morgan, former CEO of CLS Bank
"Alex has spent his career identifying and capitalizing on unique opportunities often overlooked
by others. His ability to use both history and experience as a guide has led to exceptional results.
His skills are fully evidenced in the remarkable story of The Trades of March 2020. I would
suggest this book as essential reading for anyone who wishes to learn what it takes to operate
as a true macro trader during what will be remembered as one of the most volatile periods in
market history."Greg Howell, PhD, Co-Founder, Highbridge Statistical Arbitrage Group "The
COVID crisis created unprecedented uncertainty. But Alex's book demonstrates how crises can
be turned into opportunity. Alex is a trader who trades with conviction, and with conviction
anchored in a durable long-term framework. His approach is unique, but very valuable for
anyone trying to navigate macro markets, while leveraging the 'math of markets' to your own
benefit. I strongly recommend Alex's new book."Jens Nordvig, Founder and CEO of Exante Data
Inc, author of The Fall of the Euro: Reinventing the Eurozone and the Future of Global
Investing "Alex suggests the reader gets a glimpse into the command and control of a hedge
fund—this is understatement. Prepare to be Captain Kirk navigating a treacherous black hole
while fighting off Klingon warships. Having lived the experience of trading a hedge fund through
the COVID-19-induced market crash of 2020 myself, I was transported back to the chaos as
Alex careens across global markets. His depth of knowledge, combined with his exceptional
positioning ahead of events, provides him a unique position from which to guide the reader. Alex
faithfully shares both the tremendous successes and the missteps that he and his team
experience. Few books have ever captured both the events and the trades that defined a market
crash. This book does so brilliantly."Michael Green, Chief Strategist at Simplify, former CIO/
Founder Ice Farm Advisors "March 2020 was one of the largest financial shocks in history. Alex
takes us on an incredible firsthand journey of how he very successfully navigated the turmoil,
using his deep experience and knowledge, to make sense of it all and profit from this
unprecedented event. For any student of the markets and investing, this book is as valuable as
buying bond call options ahead of the crisis!"Raoul Pal, Co-Founder and CEO, Real Vision
Group "In 2016, I watched an interview with Alex and thought to myself, 'Wow, this guy is pretty
smart.' I then ordered and read a book he had recently written. After doing so, I thought to
myself, 'Wow, this guy isn't pretty smart...he is super smart.' And while I don't claim to have
agreed with (or even understood!) all of his arguments, his book helped me to think through my
own ideas and theories from a different point of view. I subsequently met and became friends
with Alex. And, over a number of coffees, dinners, and hikes spanning the last five years, have



been lucky enough to get regular updates on his perspectives. His newest book offers readers
an unparalleled opportunity for a deep dive into the thoughts, psychology, and trade
implementation of a macro manager during a historically unprecedented volatile month for
global markets. I hope they enjoy reading this as much as I did."Brent Johnson, CEO of Santiago
CapitalAbout the AuthorAlex Gurevich is the founder and Chief Investment Officer of HonTe.
After earning a PhD in mathematics from the University of Chicago, he leveraged his passion for
strategic gaming into a lucrative Wall Street career.He was hailed by the Wall Street Journal in
2003 as the star trader of J.P. Morgan, where he served as Managing Director in charge of
global macro trading. The author of The Next Perfect Trade, Alex Gurevich led HonTe's macro
strategy in 2020 to rank second by net return according to BarclayHedge—and in the top ten of
emerging managers in all strategies by Eurekahedge.
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THE TRADES OFMARCH 2020THE TRADES OFMARCH 2020A Shield against
UncertaintyAlex Gurevichcopyright © 2022 alex gurevichAll rights reserved.the trades of march
2020A Shield against Uncertaintyisbn978-1-5445-2515-0 Hardcover978-1-5445-2513-6
Paperback978-1-5445-2514-3 EbookMy first book was about a sword. This one is about a
shield.Unlike swords, shields are rarely sung in fiction and they don’t get glorious names like
Stormbringer or Daystar Clarion. Yet without survival, there is no victory, and even the most
brilliant portfolio manager can’t function without food and electricity.I dedicate this book to
medical researchers and to frontlineworkers in healthcare, food distribution, and
criticalinfrastructure, who were our shield in the pandemic crisis.ContentsIntroductionThe Fateful
ContractThe PivotFirst JittersWeek 1: A Victory ParadeWeek 2: The Loss of InnocenceWeek 3:
The Dark DaysWeek 4: The Age of WonderHits and
MissesConclusionAcknowledgmentsIntroductionIn March of 2020, a few days after shelter-in-
place was ordered in the Bay Area, my wife woke up in the middle of the night when she heard
me collapse on the bathroom floor. I didn’t quite pass out, but I was experiencing shortness of
breath, palpitations, chills, and severe sweating. I was certain I didn’t have COVID. It was
stress.The path that led me to that point in my health and personal life is inseparable from my
journey in financial markets.Have you ever wondered what is going on in the command center of
a sophisticated hedge fund? Have you ever wanted to be a fly on the wall of a CIO’s office when
the markets are melting down?When I finished my first investment book, The Next Perfect Trade:
A Magic Sword of Necessity (henceforth, TNPT), I hoped to call my next book The Next Perfect
Portfolio: A Magic Shield of Sufficiency. COVID-19 interrupted this plan.However, in a sense, a
book about trading during a pandemic is a natural sequel. In the introduction to TNPT, I
compared formulating a trading strategy to preparing for a battle.If you think of investing as a
battle, you need to prepare for it thoroughly. Get in proper shape. Learn your moves, acquire your
armor, your shield, your helmet, and your battle horse. A magic formula (or magic weapon in this
context) will be wasted if you get killed by the market’s first arrow. But with proper training and
equipment this weapon may give you a devastating advantage.It is only natural to next recount
what happened in battle.Winston Churchill once said that history is written by the victors. So
here is a spoiler: this is not a story of how we failed and lost a fortune in the pandemic. Few can
truly be considered winners in 2020, but from a financial perspective, this thriller has a happy
ending.This is the story about how HonTe Investments, LLC (HonTe) navigated the pandemic
successfully.A Shield against UncertaintyWe named our investment company after a Japanese
strategic term applied to the game of Go. Hon stands for truth and Te in this context stands for
move. A “true move” or an “honest move” is one that applies a patient strategy, which may
appear slow but is the best at delivering long-term results.In the chaos of the pandemic, it was
difficult to decide what would be a perfect portfolio. I had to deal with so many unprecedented
developments and uncertainties that betting on short-term outcomes was virtually impossible.I



had my weapon, though, my Magic Sword of Necessity, which allowed me to select trades with
odds skewed in my favor. But I also had to avoid being destroyed by wild market fluctuations.My
approach was to exclude variables of which I didn’t have expert understanding. I didn’t speculate
on epidemiological peculiarities of COVID-19, the effectiveness of mitigation measures, the
timelines for vaccines, or the details of policy response.It was enough to know just two
facts:Eventually, the pandemic would pass.The monetary and fiscal policy response would
continue building until it overwhelmed any lack of liquidity.By focusing on trades, which
capitalized on these simple concepts, I avoided being blindsided by price swings. This was my
Shield against Uncertainty.It may sound too easy: “just put on the trades which will work
eventually and wait till they work.” That was indeed the true move, but the wait was often long
and painful. The year 2020 was long and weird. I recall someone tweeting, “Do you remember
Australian wildfires? That was 2020.”Back in the spring of 2020, I made my own joke: “Every
trading day in March felt like a month, so on this scale, the bear market we experienced was of
average duration.” We’ll get to the duration of the bear market later, I promise. I also quipped that
a book should be written about just that one month in the financial markets, when things really
came unglued. By the time I had embarked on this project, it was no longer a joke.I felt a little
strange starting to write the story while living through it and not yet knowing how it would end. As
I was writing, COVID cases were on the rise, the timing for vaccines was uncertain, and macro
analysts were divided in their predictions regarding inflation and growth. On top of everything
else, the United States experienced unusual election jitters leading into November 2020.In the
two previous crises—9/11 and the global financial crisis (GFC)—we lost our sense of security
and some measure of innocence. We moved on from those events with a new understanding
and new concerns, which were there to stay. We got used to taking off our shoes at the airport
and distrusting collateralized debt obligations. Yet, the perception of stability did return gradually
in both cases. It was a “new normal” but a “normal” nonetheless.I believe that in two or three
years, we will look back at the time of the pandemic in the same way: as a brief but intense
episode, followed by normalization to a somewhat altered world.My StoryThere are many
different kinds of books that could be written, have been written, and no doubt will be written
about the COVID pandemic.I tell the story I know: my own financial and emotional journey.
Although I am providing just one narrow viewpoint, I hope it will illuminate a shared experience of
money managers.My goal in writing this book is to present readers with a view of what was
actually happening “in the trenches” of financial markets during the first month of the pandemic.
It is designed to be a vivid replay of those few fateful weeks, as well as a strategic and
psychological guide to surviving an extraordinary crisis.I discuss investment strategies and I
expect many of my readers to be interested in making money in financial markets. At the same
time, I hope the account of coping with the tremendous psychological pressure created by
market volatility will appeal to any reader.I pride myself on having an exceptional recall of price
action. I claim, albeit with exaggeration, that I can recall principal price-level dynamics of any
asset class with which I was involved during my two-plus decades in financial markets. But the



memories of March are not clear in my mind. There was just too much. Too much then and too
much since. I can no longer recount the sequence of the silver crash, the stock market bottom,
the Treasury funding crisis, or the Federal Reserve actions without first looking at the
charts.Fortunately, I have more than charts: I have my trading log. Furthermore, when our entire
team had to abandon our San Francisco office and retreat to our homes, we had to establish
new communication routines. Luckily, remote work was not entirely new to us; a manager on a
business trip or on a vacation always stayed connected.We had already adopted Slack for
internal chats. We had established channels for subjects such as trade orders, operational
issues, general market info, risk management, planning and scheduling, and so on.During the
lockdown, Slack became our main form of communication. Reviewing our chat on the trading
channel, I can reconstruct not only the flow of transactions but the flow of thinking as well. Of
course, a lot happened on video and phone calls, Bloomberg chats, and emails. There were
longer discussions and market analysis happening on other channels as well. I decided to
publish the entire trading channel transcript from March of 2020 because this is the most
concise and faithful way to convey the zeitgeist of that remarkable month.It is a minute-by-
minute commentary on most actions we took; an account of every insight and every screw-up; of
every second thought, reconsideration and persistent folly. The sheer volume of transactions
testifies to how busy we were. And the time stamps attest to our sleepless nights.Because this
book is intended for a broad audience, I want to emphasize something that might not be obvious
to readers without experience in the hedge fund business: The communications you see below
are just my company’s (HonTe Investments) internal chatter. When I say, “buy this” or “sell that,”
those are not official orders. A team member, myself included, will convey an actual order
electronically, through Bloomberg chat or a voice call to our execution agents and
counterparties, such as brokers or banks.This Slack channel is neither official nor complete. It
doesn’t cover all the transactions, and it is not used for operational reconciliation. It also, as you
will see, includes very little economic discussion or trade analysis. Those happen on different
channels as well as via emails, forwarded research pieces, and Zoom conferences. However, in
going over it, I find the trading Slack channel sufficient to reconstruct our short-term focus and
long-term strategy.The book’s narrative unfolds as if we were trading a single portfolio; in fact, we
have several accounts under management. The reader will see references to allocating trades
and risk between the accounts to keep them properly balanced. Portfolio names and some other
identifications were redacted for privacy and compliance reasons.I retained all the repetitions,
typos, symbols, and acronyms. There are also multiple references to operational issues such as
credit, margins, and order limits. Those might be confusing, but I don’t expect you to decipher
every line of the Slack chat. I want to convey the sense of our process and the general frame of
mind and flow of activity, while highlighting some of the crucial decision points.As I began to
pore over the trading records, I immediately faced surprises. My memories did turn out to be
faulty.I can no longer deceive myself with stories of being more prudent or more prescient than I
actually was. The trading records and the daily P/L1 don’t lie. We traders are always naked in the



face of scrutiny.Cast of CharactersI am writing this book purely from my perspective, and I use “I”
statements throughout: “my trade,” “my portfolio,” “I decided,” “I made a mistake,” and finally, “I
made (or lost) money.” Don’t take this as me disregarding the HonTe team’s value and the
importance of my coworkers’ contributions.My colleagues stayed up many nights executing
orders and ensuring smooth operational flow amid unprecedented market upheaval. They
conducted trade analyses and provided a forum for discussing ideas. They negotiated margins
and maintained the dialogue with our external counterparties to ensure continuous liquidity.
Many of them did this while managing the challenge of distance learning for their children.The
main distinction of my position as the Chief Investment Officer (CIO) is not that I have to work
harder or know more but that I bear the final burden of decision making. When all the
discussions are over, all the research is read, and all the charts are studied, someone has to
decide what trades to execute.My goal here is to expose the reader to the thought process and
emotional state of a CIO, with full recognition that everyone else on my team had their own
poignant journeys.This is not the acknowledgments section. Acknowledgments are due, as my
colleagues have been working hard not only to push HonTe and its investors to financial success
but also to help me produce this book. Here, however, I want readers to become familiar with our
firm’s structure and the jobs of all participants in the trading chat transcribed in the chapters to
follow.Chris Lutton (CL), Co-founder and CEO of HonTe InvestmentsI’d rather manage money
than people. Hence, starting a new firm was contingent on me finding a trustworthy partner to
run the business side. Chris and I go back to 2004 when he started to cover me (then a prop
trader at J.P. Morgan) from the Foreign Exchange Desk at Bank of America. Over the years, we
developed a relationship and talked of doing something together. A few years ago, the time was
right, and we launched HonTe.As CEO of HonTe, Chris generally focuses on business
development and managing the firm’s operations. His background in FX sales, however, makes
him knowledgeable about macro markets. You will see him pitch into the discussion on the
trading chat.Qin Zhu (QZ), Chief Risk OfficerQin and I met in 2000, when I came to Chase (soon
to be JPMorgan Chase) to run basis swaps. She joined me as a junior trader to help run the
franchise. She has always been a reliable partner, and I was pleased to have her join in the early
days of HonTe. Her knowledge of trading markets and software code and systems helped us
bridge the gaps between models, trading, and operations.Her main job as Chief Risk Officer is
to analyze portfolio exposures and establish position limits. She also contributes diligently to the
analysis of future trades and participates in the execution thereof. In her area of expertise—asset
swaps—her input was so valuable in March of 2020 that without it, I might have been forced to
abandon that instrument.Chris Kelley (CK), Head of MarketsHe was the most recent hire at
HonTe, pre-pandemic. In his previous jobs, he researched a broad range of financial instruments
and efficiently executed a wide variety of transactions. When he first came on board in August
2019, I had no idea how beneficial it would be to have a colleague dedicated to following all the
widely gyrating markets and maintaining the dialogue with Prime Brokers and other
counterparties.***Two more employees didn’t participate directly in the trading chat but were



very much a part of the effort.Joann Shie-Chen (JSC), Head of OperationsThe pandemic
disruption made her job extra challenging. She manages booking and reconciling all the portfolio
transactions and cash flows through multiple accounts and custodies. She faced a considerable
increase in volume right when the shutdown forced her to work away from her usual
technological setup.Tony Peng (TP), Quantitative AnalystHe runs quantitative models at HonTe
both as an independent way to allocate capital and as a way to inform discretionary decision
processes. He dealt with the pressure of the disruption in the historical levels of volatility and
correlations caused by the pandemic.Many more people supported HonTe internally and
externally. Okay, it’s starting to sound like the acknowledgments section, so I’ll stop here and
leave my thank-yous for the end.1 P/L stands for profit and loss.Chapter 1The Fateful ContractI
am an investment manager specializing in long-horizon, discretionary, global macro trading.
What do all these adjectives mean? Essentially, I look for opportunities around the world in every
category of financial markets. My trades often take years to pay off. And although I may use
assistance from computer models, it is I who make all of the decisions, not an automated
system.One of my goals here is to provide an underappreciated perspective on the pandemic
crisis. The books Liar’s Poker, The Bonfire of the Vanities, and The Big Short, to mention a few,
have introduced to the broad audience the importance, the complexity, and the very existence of
the bond market. There is also some awareness of currency and commodity trading. Still, too
many people I speak with, even those with “money in the market,” equate the words “market” and
“stock market.” In fact, stocks are only the tip of the iceberg, carried by the currents of more
powerful and fundamental financial flows.Almost everyone was aware of that tip melting in the
month of March, but few had any sense of the boiling water underneath the iceberg.I hope to
convey the terrifying scope of volatility and disruption at the core of the global financial system,
which for me, overshadowed any stock fluctuations.Following the PatternTo understand my pre-
COVID positioning, we have to go far back in time. In my last book, I detailed the two “perfect”
trades I was able to execute in my career. The second one was the combination of long US
dollar and long US Treasury bonds, which dominated my performance in the 2010s. That theme
delivered an incredible performance in 2014 and was the gift that kept on giving through the end
of 2019.Along the way, however, there was a huge test for our risk management, stamina, and
fortitude. In early 2018, the market entered into what I would soon recognize as a late cycle. This
is what I wrote in my Investor Letter for January 2018, which, in turn, quotes TNPT.A more
interesting exercise is to try to identify where in the business cycle we may currently be and what
this could mean for both US bonds and the US dollar. Until very recently, we didn’t have a strong
opinion on the timing of the end of this expansion cycle, or the next serious downturn in the
stock market. Digesting recent price action in several asset classes, we now have a strong
conviction that the end of the business cycle is quickly approaching.This is what we wrote in
“The Next Perfect Trade” as far back as 2014 about “the inflation fear regime”.“…So, in fact, in
2000 my logic would have dictated that betting on higher stocks was an inferior trade, but the
trade that dominated it, betting on higher rates, was inferior based on the secular trend. Betting



on a strong economy was no longer a good idea! Here is an important corollary of my chicken
and egg logic: When, due to inflation fears, rising rates become a concurrent necessity with
respect to a strong stock market performance, the growth outlook becomes dim. This statement
can be generalized: If the dominant way to express a particular economic view appears to be an
inferior trade, the underlying view should be reexamined.”We believe that we have shifted into
this regime again. More important than the small correction in the global stock markets is the fact
that they are starting to RESPOND to interest rate moves. That is, they are going down when
interest rates rise and even going down on stronger economic data, as it implies further rate
hikes. This signifies that a protracted sell-off in the bonds is self-limiting, as the resulting stock
weakness should ultimately bring an economic slowdown and eventually the prospect for much
lower rates.Bonds and the dollar collapsed as they had done ahead of two previous recessions.
Our portfolio at the time relied on those two trades to balance each other (i.e., move in the
opposite direction on most days, cushioning the P/L volatility). Both trades moving against us
simultaneously caused a very severe drawdown.Many at the time claimed that the bull market in
bonds was over and that bond yields were heading much higher. I thought it more likely that the
cyclical bear market in bonds was almost over and a huge rally was about to begin.In a market
note from April 2018, I cite thirteen historical indicators (often counterintuitive) of the late
business cycle. This may appear to be a digression, but I am inserting here a few of them as an
illustration of how I approach extreme price action to discern historic associations and provide
insight into how I later approached the pandemic crisis.1. Transition from recovery skepticism to
inflationfear regime.April 11, CNBC: Fed minutes—“All” members see higher GDP and inflation,
and more rate hikesApril 6, Powell Chicago Speech: NY times noted, “Mr. Powell, in a speech
before the Economic Club of Chicago, said the economy continued to experience tailwinds.
Referring to the Fed’s policy-making body, he added that “the labor market has been strong, and
my colleagues and I on the Federal Open Market Committee expect it to remain strong.”The
WSJ also reported that later, in a question and answer period, Powell confirmed that “As long as
the economy continues broadly on its current [growth] path, further gradual increases in the
federal-funds rate will best promote these goals [solid growth with contained inflation].”April 6,
Williams Santa Rosa Speech: “To sum up: the outlook is very positive. The economy is on
course to be as strong as we have seen in many decades and inflation is moving closer to our
target. The challenge for monetary policy is to keep it that way.” Later, in the question and answer
portion, he said “I am confident that we can carry on the process of gradually moving interest
rates up over the next two years while seeing solid growth and historically low rates of
Unemployment.”2. Perception that the secular bull market in bonds is over.Roll-Adjusted2 US
Classic Bond Future Price 1988–2019: The gray circles annotate late cycle bottoms. The red
rectangles highlight economic recessions.3. Simultaneous weakness in dollar and bonds.
Bottoming in both.Dollar Index DXY (Blue) and US Bond Futures (Red) April 2017–April 2018:
Simultaneous weakness in dollar and bonds during January 2018.4. Oil rallying after a recent
dip.Crude Oil, 1990–2019: Oil rally after a dip is another late business cycle indicator.In addition



to historical patterns, there was also a strong instance of economic gravity. US bond yields
couldn’t have been considered on their own. The rate differential between the United States and
its developed market counterparties was too extreme. Readers unfamiliar with currency forwards
may skip the technical aspects and relate to the simple idea that it is more attractive to keep
cash in the currency which brings higher yield on deposits.I wrote in the January 2018 Investor
Letter:The important thing about being long USD against those three currencies is that due to
the interest rate differentials we have a large margin of error working in our favor over long-
horizons. There, the 10yr forwards on those currencies telling:Sample of Foreign Exchange Spot
and Forward Rates, January 2018: The USD was discounted ten years forward relative to other
currencies.While there is no inherent reason why the USD could not be at those levels in 10yrs
time, we see the risks highly skewed in favor of the dollar with, for example, the euro at 1.5450
being at higher end on the long-term range and far from its average of 1.1882.This favorable
bond return would inevitably drive foreign money into the United States and eventually cause the
dollar to go up, which would put deflationary pressure on the economy and force the rates to
start going down.On the flip side, I was not too concerned about the economy overheating and
the inflationary pressures. The reason was the pattern I have referred to above. Low
unemployment and accelerating wage growth do normally occur at the top of the economic
cycle and counterintuitively, but consistently, portend lower interest rates.That was my opinion—
a very strong and well-articulated one, but just an opinion, nonetheless. There were smart
market players who also had well-articulated opinions that the rates would go much higher.My
conviction was not shaken, but the portfolio was severely down on the year. I wanted to
capitalize on the misprice of the forward rates expectation, but I needed to make sure that I
survived long enough to do so.Turning to OptionsThis is when I turned to an instrument I
generally avoid: options. This is how I have explained my distaste for optionality in TNPT:Another
type of trap investors have to contend with, is the seductive lure of optionality. Almost every
beginning trader loves to buy options. What is there not to like? Limited downside, unlimited
upside.Expressing your directional views via buying options is a lot like trading with stops and
pyramiding when the trades are going in your favor. When you keep stopping out and putting
your position on again, you may get whipsawed any number of times. If you are buying an
option, you are essentially paying for a certain amount of “whipsawing” upfront.However, there
are two inherent issues with options:You are not guaranteed to make money even when the
market moves in the desired direction.Your option might expire before the move you are hoping
for happens.Why was I making an exception in 2018?I was staring at June 2020 Eurodollar
futures (EDM0), which would prove to be, to date, the most fateful futures contract in my career.It
is worth pausing to mention the Eurodollar market and interest rate bets in general. For readers
who are mostly familiar only with stock market speculation, interest rate trading may at first
glance appear rather tame.On most days, futures forecasting interest rates move only a few
basis points (a basis point, bp, being 0.01 percent). Let’s look at a standard Eurodollar contract
with $1mm (one million) notional, projecting a three-month deposit rate at some future date. A



one-basis-point (1 bp) move would represent only a profit or loss of $25. Yes, $25 on $1,000,000
(¼ of 1/100 of 1/100).However, one must realize the tremendous volume available in the interest
rate (also called fixed income) market. Some quarterly contracts may have an open interest of
over one million, corresponding to one trillion notional. Over a hundred billion notional may trade
on a daily basis in a specific contract.And that is only one section of the fixed-income market.
There are also several different bond futures, Fed Funds futures, interest rate swaps, and so
on.Now, suppose you want to own 40,000 Eurodollar futures—such a position is significant but
attainable for a firm of our size and moderate for even bigger players. Each 1-bp (0.01%) move is
worth $25 × 40,000 = $1,000,000. On a regular, slow day, you may lose or gain only $2–$3mm,
but in times of high volatility, certain rates can move over 100 bps or 1% in a few weeks or even
days. Keep in mind that even a 1% move is $100,000,000 P/L.When you get to the sections
incorporating the transcripts of the trade chatter, you may be surprised how little time we spend
discussing the stock market. Understanding interest rates is the heart of my strategy, so it is
fitting that analysis of short-term rates is where I start my book.On February 15, 2018, the
Federal Reserve target range for the overnight rate was 1.25% to 1.50%. The contract in
question was trading at 97.14.This is what I wrote in my Investor Letter for February 2018:While
we tend to avoid using options under normal circumstances, this is one of the exceptional cases
where such a conversion is acceptable. In this specific case, the range of possibilities for the
level of interest rates 2.5 years from now, projected by the June-2020 Eurodollar contract, is very
wide. The current price of 97.14 implies a yield of 2.86%. And if, as some people believe, the
Fed will continue relentless “normalization” to 4%-4.5% range the downside of being long the
contract outright (betting on a lower yield) is very substantial. However, if the economy turns
down within the next twelve months and the new easing cycle starts in 2019, the option allows
time for the rates to move close to zero again by the time the contract expires! The long-term
option provides better risk control to manage the possibility of larger, short-term swings in the
meantime.3This is when I started switching some of my risk into options.Option pricing is based
on the idea that there is a forward price defined by the market. In this case, the expiration was
roughly two years in the future (remember, we are still in 2018), and the projected rate was
2.86%. Centered at that point, we construct a probability distribution curve. A blue line on the
chart below shows a classic normal distribution implied by a random walk.Probability Distribution
Curves: Normal distribution (Blue) and lognormal distribution (Red).In practice, market models
use various modifications to that curve: using lognormal distribution, skew, kurtosis, and various
adjustments implying “thicker tails”—that is, a higher probability of outlier events that can be
derived from a random walk. The curve implied by those models ends up looking something like
the red line.My understanding of the situation, however, led me to visualize a very different
picture, shown in the next chart.My Perception of June 2020 Eurodollar Future Probability
Distribution in 2018: There was about a 4% range in which all outcomes were equally likely.As
you can see, there was about a 400-bp (4%) range in which all outcomes were roughly equally
weighted. Without any bias for my personal market view, there was no preference for any of the



policy paths, such as tightening further, holding rates steady, or easing. Notice, there was a
probability bump when rates got close to zero and a sharp drop-off afterward; the Fed was
unlikely to breach the zero lower bound, so extreme outcomes were concentrated in the same
destination.This made deep-out-of-money options mispriced. The 98.375 calls on EDM0 (the
bet that would start paying out if LIBOR (London Interbank Offer Rate) set below 1.625% in June
2020) were trading around 6 bps (0.06%) premium. If LIBOR were to set around 0.25% as I
anticipated (99.75 in Eurodollar contract terms), the options would expire worth 1.375% or about
twenty-three-fold return on the initial premium of 0.06%.My priority at that time was to ensure the
survival of my ailing portfolio. But I also wasn’t about to miss the chance to recapture the gain
when the market rounded again in my favor. I wrote further in the February 2018 letter:This goes
to say that the morale in the trenches is currently good. We have sustained losses and went on
the defensive for a time, but now the barrage has abated. The enemies may be running out of
ammo and we are preparing to counter-attack as confirmation of our more stable footing
solidifies.Converting some of the directional positions into options was a way to ensure I would
stay in business if interest rates continued to go up, while retaining a large upside if I were
proven right. The benefit was not entirely free: it left me vulnerable to the possibility that markets
would turn in my favor but not move fast enough for my options to bear fruit. I could have been hit
with a double whammy, the bane of so many traders: lose money on the downswing and then
lose money on the way up due to option decay, despite having the right directional view.My only
remedy was to retain a smaller core position in the classic bond futures (I had named this The
One Trade), in addition to options, and hope to navigate to positive returns, no matter what path
to lower rates the market would take.Recovering from LossesIn the spring and summer of 2018,
I managed to recover some of the losses from earlier in the year. Bonds were still trading weakly
and eventually made a cyclical low on October 9, 2018, but the dollar recovered, buoyed by the
favorable interest rate differential and strong performance of the US stock market.US Bond
Future (Blue) and Dollar Index DXY (Red) 2018: The dollar recovered from its February bottom,
while bonds made a new low in December 2018.In the last quarter of 2018, US equities became
shaky and eventually cratered, making a low on Christmas Eve. The Fed managed to get in one
last hike but was then forced to acknowledge that the hiking cycle was over.My Eurodollar option
positions hadn’t gotten much traction; their strikes were still nowhere close to being in the
money, and the time decay was working against me. But the plain-vanilla bond position was
running in my favor, and I was able to increase risk as my portfolio recovered. By the end of
2018, I was very close to flat on the year and was able to let out a big sigh of relief.This is not a
story of my struggles in 2017 and 2018, but it is worth noting that those two difficult years were a
test of fortitude for me, my team, and our investors.Being in a deep drawdown and having to cut
positions, despite my conviction, was profoundly stressful (it always is). My more than two
decades of experience in financial markets had taught me to see the light at the end of the
tunnel. I knew that I was likely to start making money again eventually, either on the trades I had
on at the time or on some other ones. All I had to do was to stay focused and



disciplined.Interestingly, staying disciplined and trading correctly was not the most difficult part
of the equation. I had been in drawdowns before and I knew what to do. In TNPT, I focused on
risk management procedures that should be put in place and rigorously followed during the
“good times,” so when the difficult times arrived, I would be one step ahead of the game. My
takeaway was that even if I had to take losses reducing positions at painful levels, as the market
turned there was always a chance to rebuild my portfolio for success. I wrote:Huge profits can be
achieved by having unencumbered capital and clarity of mind during the times of challenge.In
2018, the greater challenge was not to stay disciplined but to keep a positive attitude and convey
confidence to investors. I knew I was a favorite to win the war, but the outlook was fairly grim
from the trenches. And two years in the trenches is a long time, no matter your investment
horizon.The protracted strife of 2017–2018 ended up laying the foundation for our outsized
returns of 2019 and 2020.2 A “roll-adjusted” chart incorporates the economic gains/costs of
rolling forward the futures position every time it approaches expiry. This type of chart most
accurately represents the true profile of holding this position over its lifetime.3 “That means that
the futures market was predicting that in June 2020 the London Interbank Offer Rate (LIBOR)
would be set at 2.86% (100 – 97.14 = 2.86). Note that higher contract price corresponds to lower
rate. This is how bond pricing works in general: higher price means lower yield (i.e., the cheaper
you buy a bond the higher interest you are earning on it).”Chapter 2The PivotIn early 2019, the
Federal Reserve pivoted, according to traders and pundits. In December 2018, the Fed had
been criticized for not paying attention to the stock market and hiking interest rates too much.
Only a few months later, the Fed was conversely criticized for paying too much attention to the
stock market and halting the tightening.But those traders and pundits were talking nonsense.
The Fed has always had a fairly consistent response system. Whether it is correct is difficult to
judge because we don’t all agree on what their objectives are. If you don’t know the goal, how do
you measure performance?As traders, we focus on what central banks will do and how it will
affect the markets, not on what they should do. Grant Williams likes to say, “The Fed always
tightens till they break something.” Indeed, for as long as the employment statistics ran hot,
regardless of historical implications, the tightening continued. When markets got wobbly, the Fed
would pause. When a crisis hit, they would ease to add liquidity. It’s that simple. Nothing they
said or did in 2018 or 2019 indicated otherwise.The Fed’s past patterns showed there was no
“pivot.” All the market moves simply reflected the Fed proceeding exactly as it had in the
past.Here is my tweet from February 21, 2019, which I kept pinned to my profile for a few
months.By then, markets had begun recovering from their December 2018 swoon. There were
clearly no more hikes forthcoming, but there was no expectation of easing either. The consensus
was that the Federal Reserve would make no changes in the foreseeable future. Although the
level of Eurodollar futures was much higher than it had been a few months earlier, the implied
volatility and, correspondingly, the price of my 98.375 calls was falling. Eventually, the calls
would trade at 3 ¼ ticks (0.0325%) on March 5, 2019, not far from the lows of the fall of
2018.While June 2020 Eurodollar Future (Red) Stabilized in February–March 2019, a 98.375



Call Option on the Future (Blue) Declined Due to Lower Implied Volatility and Time Decay.The
Turn of the CycleThe first week of 2019, I was vacationing in Hawaii. But portfolio managers
never take an actual break from work. Wherever I go in the world, I stay connected and continue
to respond to market moves. The best I can do is disconnect for a bit, with instructions on how to
reach me in the event of an emergency.I received a call from John Burbank of Passport Capital,
which I took in my hotel room, while the children were at the pool. We talked about deep out-of-
the-money Eurodollar options.We both honed in on the same observation: the average time
interval from the last hike in a tightening cycle to the start of the easing cycle is surprisingly short.
In the moment, we tend to feel there is merely a pause in the rate hikes. Consequently, the
market is slow to price the impending rate cut.Here are some examples:Time Table of First Fed
Ease Following the End of a Tightening Cycle: The average time interval from the last hike to the
start of the easing cycle is surprisingly short.With this in mind, I realized the options I was
holding were insanely cheap. In the subsequent weeks, I increased my exposure and held both
98.25 and 98.375 calls, as well as longer-dated rate floors.4With the releases of weaker inflation
data in the spring of 2019, there was a widening perception that the cycle was turning. The rally
in interest rates gained momentum and carried us through the easing mini-cycle of July 2019 to
October 2019, which surprised everyone except those who had bothered to study the historical
data and charts.The Hawaii discussion of Eurodollar calls was made public several months later
when Real Vision TV aired my interview with John Burbank (I was acting as interviewer).5 We
reviewed the thought processes that led us to make the option trades, which were already very
profitable by that time.98.375 Strike Call Option on June 2020 Eurodollar Future.We went over
the logic of extreme risk-reward, and John emphasized that the trend was only beginning and
the option premium could still yield multifold returns. I agreed, choosing to stick with my original
investment plan. The best way I can express it is, if I bought an option because of where I
thought the underlying price would be at expiration, then I hold it to the expiration.But deep in the
core of my trading soul, I had a fear that the Fed would do a few cuts, as they had in 1998, and
then stop. Or even resume tightening later, as they had in 1999, when they tried to brand the
cuts as “a mid-cycle adjustment.” Those were historically less common than full cycles, and
2019 didn’t feel like 1998, but still…There was some stock volatility in August 2019, and I scored
another big gain on my interest rates position. Meanwhile, my long gold and short Australian
dollar positions were gaining traction as well. Given that I was already sitting on what could be
the best year of my recent trading program and that market pricing appeared to be extended in
my favor, it was natural to decrease risk somewhat.
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Mary Salome, “Sword, shield, and.... Update: I was able to update to the high-res version of the
Kindle ebook so I can see the charts and slack chat now. / Alex is a storyteller, and this is an
excellent read even for someone who doesn't know the ins and outs of investing. (Or even the
very far outs). There's some humor in the writing, balancing the seriousness of the details and
the heaviness of the times. It's an accomplishment that reflects the author's skill on a number of
levels. If the first book was about a sword and the second about a shield, I can't help but wonder
what the third book will be.”

J.Alvarez, “Great overview of trading strategies during a black swan event. Author graciously
shares trading strategies at his hedge fund firm (HonTe Invesments) during the start of the
COVID pandemic. Internal chats, tables and graphs used to justify trading decisions are
included, both for successful trades as well as some not-so-successful ones. Focus is on
currencies, but several ideas can be applied to other investments.The first version of the Kindle
book contained very low resolution images. Many arguments are difficult to follow without
readable images. Fortunately, it was updated around 2/10/22 with high resolution images.https://
twitter.com/agurevich23/status/1491843238696656896?s=20&t=4dBYURIm4Qol484cOyMZlgIf
your Kindle book still shows low resolution images, this is the procedure suggested by Amazon
customer service:1. Confirm "Whispersync for Books" is enabled on "Settings" of your Kindle
app or device.2. Confirm "Automatic Book Updates" is enabled on "Preferences" at Amazon
"Manage Your Content and Devices" (MYCD)https://amazon.com/mycd3. If the book was
previously downloaded to your Kindle app or device, remove it, sync the device and download it
again.”

Vincent_Deluard, “This should be required education for MBAs. As a professor of finance in
MBA programs, I often dispair at the abyss between the standard capital markets currriculum,
and how trading actually works in real life.Alex (whose academic and professional credentials
are extraordinary) will teach you the latter. His latest book is full of lively anecdotes, crazy-but-
true stories, and valuable insights.If you intend to trade for a living, you will experience crises like
these insane 4 weeks of COVID. If anything can prepare you for these, it would be Alex's gem of
a book.”

BDonnelly713, “Another Classic. I've read literally hundreds of finance and trading books over
the years and I was a credit analyst at one of the largest asset managers in the world. Alex's
books are consistently (now that there are two I can say that) some of the most valuable that I've
come across. The value of the material relative to the ratio of awareness about his work is
staggering to me so I write this review with a bit of sadness of revealing a secret. When I saw it
was 99 cents I was pretty certain a decimal point was a couple spots off. Some of his examples
featured in my top 10 lessons learned that I wrote for my team when I left my prior firm, both his



books are well worth your time.”

hameitz, “Be the fly on the wall. Very revealing look into what will go down as the most chaotic
month in the history of trading. Alex brilliantly conveys his story in terms that lay people can
easily understand. A great addition to my understanding of the markets and ultimately human
nature. Do not be tempted to get the kindle version- the printed version is far superior with
excellent images.”

Rufus Nagel, “Fast paced behind the scene look at a Macro Investor. This book is a really fun
view into the life of a Macro Trader. With real time slack dialogues, the tumultuous nature of
March 2020 is revealed.We were all impacted by covid in one way or another - it is informative to
see how some of the world's macro traders responded.While a background in finance, and in
particular bond trading is helpful, it is not required. The human drama unfolding is the core of the
story, but expressed through daily trades and analysis of markets by those people.Alex brings
together his previous book about a magical sword together with this book about a magical shield
to help understand how traders arm themselves to both make money, and preserve assets in
order to continue to make money.”

Christian Simond, “Comprehensible Complexity. I read the Kindle version first whilst waiting for
the paperback, because I am impatient. However, you absolutely have to read the paperback in
order to decipher the graphs and the super interesting Slack chat between Alex and his team. I
found this an extremely useful and unique read; a must-have macro trading reference book
which reads more like a short story. Alex’s background in mathematics and the literary arts is
possibly what makes him a unique trader. You won’t be disappointed.”

Wine Bore, “Great Book so far but avoid Kindle edition.. None of the embedded charts/
transcripts are readable on any of the 3 devices I use: Kindle Cloud Reader (PC), Android app or
Kindle.”

Andrea, “Unparalleled access to the inner world of a macro hedge fund. A rare glimpse into the
world of a macro hedge fund during one of the most turbulent times in financial markets. The
book is beautifully written and full of charts and slack chats that show how professional traders
make investment decisions in real time. Great insights on how to enter, manage and exit trades
in the context of a portfolio in a challenging market environment. Must read.”

The book by Alex Gurevich has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 71 people have provided feedback.
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